
Work, learn and enjoy

XXXVI
Workout Camp
Elite Jove
Solsona 2023



 
Dates & Structure

Four shifts with a limited amount of players will be organized, 
being divided and scheduled as findable below:.

 
 
 FIRST SHIFT (OPEN): After many years, it is finally back. 25 players born

between 2003 and 2005 will be attending from July 3rd to 7th.

SECOND SHIFT (U18): 40 players born between 2006 and 2007 will be
attending from July 10th to 15th.

THIRD SHIFT (U14): 40 players born between 2010 and 2011 will be attending
from July 17th to 22nd.

FOURTH SHIFT (U16): For 40 players born between 2008 and 2009 will be
attending from July 10th to 16th.



The work format consists of three different blocks of
practices (scheduled within morning and afternoon) and a
5x5 competition (scheduled at night, after dinner).

2 basketball halls with a total of 6 courts will hold this
amazing experience, making it exclusive and an all-access
one.

An already experienced and highly prepared staff
(including coaches, strength conditioning coaches and
physios) will carry out a highly personalized work.

The focus is on  your improvement as a player, including
technical, tactical, physical and emotional skills.

Audiovisual resources will play an important role in
following your evolution

What work will we do?



-We will promote individual Technical/tactical work, to
improve the basic fundamentals in a different way than you
have been doing up to now, within the framework of an
innovative and attractive program.

-There will be practices in pairs, in small groups and in a
team format where the fundamental work developed in the
previous sessions will be applied.

-We will carry out specific shooting sessions, where the
foundation will be worked on analytically, with personalized
attention to your needs for improvement and to enhance
your strengths.
-We will carry out skills talks given by specialists in training
Basketball.

-There will also be individual shooting and 1x1 competitions,
as well as other collective.

What work will we do?



No big suitcases are needed: all the gear you need to practice is
official "Elite Jove" clothing, which will be provided during the 

Off the basketball court ...
-Exclusive use of an entire hotel, located really close to the basketball
halls. This allows us to optimize basketball time to the maximum.

-Free access to the entire sports complex (swimming pools, etc.).

-Nutrition is another key point on our structure. Players will enjoy a mix
of traditional and healthy food, that will guarantee their best
performance on the court.

-Permanent physiotherapy service and a nearby medical center.

-Invisible training promotion and education (food, recovery,
rest...learning process to bring your body to the next level)

And we also make it easy for
you...

      welcoming day.
 



If you are interested and your basketball level is aligned with our standards,
please follow us on social media to find the first register form. Note in
advance, that this will be published on March.

Once completed; if applicable, we will send you on a couple days, by
     email, the final access to complete the registration form that confirms
     your attendance.

Are you ready?

 

More information ...

 The XXXVI Elite Jove campus will take place, as always, in the city
of Solsona (Lleida).

We  will welcome you at the hotel on the start day of each shift in
the morning. Timing is still needed to be confirmed.

We will say goodbye after the last practice on the last day of the
shift, in the same basketball hall. The first and last practices will be
open doors.

Pricing: 525€ for U14/U16/U18 shifts, 440€ for OPEN. We will inform
you about the payment method once your registration is
confirmed.



Excepcionally:
687748775-650150160

E-mail
elitejovesummer@gmail.com

Web
 www.elitejove.com

 

For further information...
Follow us: 

INSTAGRAM: EliteJove 
FACEBOOK: Elite Jove 

 TWITTER: @EliteJove25
 

http://www.elitejove.org/

